Content Sharing Policy for: MeMajesty.com
Owner of content: Gabrielle Viteri

1.

Feel free to share links to any of our content by email and social media. We'll love you
for it!

2.

However, please do not copy or replicate this entire report for your Websites,
Blogs, FB Page, Tumblr, Pinterest, Instagram, or similar. This content comes from a
place of reflection and love and personal insight of Gabrielle Viteri.

3.

If you do want to share (which we hope you do!), follow these guidelines:
a. You may use links or small paragraphs, stories, or exact words from any report,
musing, writing, or similar by: fully using quotations (“ “) around such exact
wording, links, and similar, AND crediting the work we have created for your
enjoyment and personal reflections, specifically: Gabrielle Viteri, on
MeMajesty.com (with live web-link).
b. Your quotes should contain an active link to MeMajesty.com.

4.

You may republish, or embed our words, thoughts, stories and similar in your own
content, but you must honor this Content Sharing Policy as stated above.

5.

Any images, made by Gabrielle Viteri should be credited to the source. Any stock
images shall be exempt from this requirement and shall be subject to the source of such
images, and the particular sharing guidelines of such stock images.

6.

In general, feel free to reference or quote up to 125 words of our text content in your
own blog articles, presentations, documents, or similar, as long as this Content Sharing
Policy is honored.

7.

Unfortunately, MeMajesty.com will not allow a republishing in full of our text based
content on the web. We have this requirement because the thoughts, words, and
personal musings are just that: straight out of the mind of Gabrielle Viteri. So using
entire posts or writings directly from her page would contradict the reality that her ideas
are her own.

8.

You cannot make money off of our content. We gave it to you for free, so you need to
keep it free by passing it along! And we thank you for doing just so!

9.

You cannot claim our content as your original ideas (i.e. using our content and
publishing it on a channel as your own). We love that you want to share it, but please
just share the original link instead. Thank you!
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